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Customer reported issues corrected in 7.1 MR2 after 7.1 MR1
Type

Number

Description

Code

304079.0

[EN][EMB] Audit sample report displays empty result

306389

Where Clause and Order by from Magic Query are not pushed to the database (against Red Brick 6.02)

309706.0
342334.0

Crosstab and multi line with word wrap doesnt display column headers correctly

357090.0

Adding catalog prompts via automation does not use the correct format for the default value

361143.0
363537.0

[EN][DE][FR]Data in sample reports is different from the data in imr after saved them in excel with format in Impromptu

376589.0

Save as Excel with Format does not save column titles.

380166.0
382847.0
387101.0
397629.0
398154.0
398723
399485
400511.0
401015.0
401161.0
401351.0
401466.0
401479
401803.0
402614.0
402637
402643.0
403317
404162.0
404247.0
404562.0
406130
407098
407790.0
408156
410147.0
410161.0
410266.0
410371.0
411037.0
411153.0

Grouped list item header where the first grouped list item header is set to repeat on each page will not render right
Stored Procedure with INSERT returns error if OLE-DB connection used
impadmin.exe when using ibm v3.02 driver against
Carriage Return in Column Title Properties Creates Squares in PDF in IWR
508: Add button not properly labelled in Calculation Dialog
Impromptu shows BLANK column fields where there should be text
Prompt sequence not being updated in 2nd report
Incorrect special characters when exporting to dBase
<nconvert> error after using substring and string-to-number function
Tiled form frame subreport displays on every other page of the report.
Hide causes Impadmin.exe
Impromptu Could not process the drill through context specification
Tiled form frame containing subreport returns data from next group when no data should be displayed
Invoke for reexecute failed. The client returned the following error: Prompt values not available
Grouping and totals incorrect when upgrading report and limited local set
Legend in graph changes when report upgraded from 6 to 7
Error when running UDF with an OLEDB connection against SQLServer 2000.
Hidden style problem.
Unable to format a date column in a crosstab report
Upgraded Reports GPFing when doing a page down
Unable to group/sort on any field
Column longer than a page brings Impromptu to a loop
Impromptu ignores decimal comma symbol under Norwegian locale and regional settings
Data is not being retrieved after upgrade of report
Unable to change default prompt value of the stored procedure report
Charts are showing decimals figures incorrectly.
Multiple count distinct calculations returns wrong numbers against Redbrick database
Chart data not readable along x-axis, test case GPFs in 7.1
Impromptu MR1 incompatible with IWR/impserver RTM
'Minimize Connect Time to Database' has problems with data display and retrieve data
Impromptu Charting Problem.

Filter not working or creating a WHERE clause in the SQL

Minimize connection time to database causes no data to get returned on filtered tables
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411344
411687.0
412630
412398.0
412663.0
413286.0
413480.0
413645
414293.0
414780.0
416849.0
417633.0
418299
419266.0
Documentation 361989.1
Enhancement 307206.0

Text and negative number in footer of report not exporting
Sheet1 to Excel properly.
X and Y axis's change when upgrading report
[EN] GPF when run dataset report for the second time in Impromptu
'Failed to open document report.imr. Its location has changed. Please check the full path of the file'.
Impromptu aborts with GPF when closing a complex report
Receive Data Error! When running large reports
Crosstabs producing wrong data
database signon does not permit prompt for database password
An upgraded report throws error: The reference to column c1 is ambiguous.
Chart data change if only one value has to be displayed.
Impromptu returns no data when retrieving large volume to local processing
Impromptu returns Error message when retrieving large volume to local processing
Prompt Manager not consistent with order of prompts when smart hotfiles in query.
Nested column headers become garbled after applying multi-line word wrap.
Impromptu 7 does not start with Traditional Spanish regional settings
Support unattended uninstall within the product.
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